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Abstract

Deep networks have set the state-of-the-art in most image analysis tasks by replacing handcrafted features with
learned convolution filters within end-to-end trainable architectures. Still, the specifications of a convolutional network
are subject to much manual design – the shape and size of the receptive field for convolutional operations is a very sensitive
part that has to be tuned for different image analysis applications. 3D fully-convolutional multi-scale architectures with
skip-connection that excel at semantic segmentation and landmark localisation have huge memory requirements and rely
on large annotated datasets - an important limitation for wider adaptation in medical image analysis.

We propose a novel and effective method based on trainable 3D convolution kernels that learns both filter coefficients
and spatial filter offsets in a continuous space based on the principle of differentiable image interpolation first introduced
for spatial transformer network. A deep network that incorporates this one binary extremely large and inflecting sparse
kernel (OBELISK) filter requires fewer trainable parameters and less memory while achieving high quality results
compared to fully-convolutional U-Net architectures on two challenging 3D CT multi-organ segmentation tasks.

Extensive validation experiments indicate that the performance of sparse deformable convolutions is due to their ability
to capture large spatial context with few expressive filter parameters and that network depth is not always necessary to
learn complex shape and appearance features. A combination with conventional CNNs further improves the delineation
of small organs with large shape variations and the fast inference time using flexible image sampling may offer new
potential use cases for deep networks in computer-assisted, image-guided interventions.
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1. Introduction and Motivation

A series of recent research papers have demonstrated
that convolutional encoder-decoder networks excel at ob-
ject delineation tasks. This is very important for medical
image understanding and analysis, since segmenting differ-5

ent organs, anatomies and pathologies lies at the core of
computer-assistance for diagnosis and interventions (Lit-
jens et al., 2017). While the performance of automated
algorithms has rapidly and steadily increased since the ad-
vent of deep learning, there is limited knowledge of why10

certain architectural choices lead to empirically observed
improvements. Furthermore, while feature engineering has
been superseded by learned convolution filters, researchers
are tending towards network engineering (Xie et al., 2017).
This means, for a certain task it is often necessary to ex-15

plore a large number of architectures and adapt the num-
ber of layers, their kernel sizes and dilation parameters as
well as the residual connections or concatenations of differ-
ent scales of feature maps. In this work, we aim to offer an
alternative strategy for deep learning architectures, which20

can help to reduce these empirical choices, restrict the
number of trainable parameters and provide the possibil-
ity to learn robust models from few labelled scans.

Empirical evidence has shown that increasing the num-
ber of convolutional neural network layers leads to im- 25

proved performance on large-scale image classification
with fine-grained object recognition of 1000 classes and
feature invariance can be theoretically linked to network
depth (Wiatowski and Bölcskei, 2018). Typical state-of-
the-art network architectures that may exceed human-level 30

perception on ImageNet classification rely on more than a
hundred of convolutional layers to learn feature and ob-
ject part hierarchies, which leads to substantial demand
of memory and compute resources already for a global 2D
image classification. The ResNet-152 (He et al., 2016), for 35

example, has more than 50 million trainable parameters,
has to be trained on a GPU array for more than a week and
requires more than 20 billion floating point operations for
a single classification. Adapting, such an architecture to
perform patch-wise segmentation in a sliding window 40

manner to 3D medical volumes would lead to very long
inference times of at least 15 minutes (when considering
a coarse grid of 723 voxels and only 2D slices) making
its direct adaptation undesirable. To address computa-
tional issues of patch-based classification so called fully- 45

convolutional networks (FCNs) have been proposed
(Long et al., 2015; Ronneberger et al., 2015) that use an
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intrinsic multi-scale approach within an encoder-decoder
architecture and residual or skip connections to obtain a
good trade-off between accuracy and computational de-50

mand, while still relying on dozens of convolutional layers.
However, we note that most object and medical segmenta-
tion tasks deal with fewer than a dozen classes of anatomy,
which raises the question whether very deep networks with
many spatial convolution layers are indeed required to ob-55

tain high-quality results.
In the context of the limited amount of available medi-

cal data for training convolutional architectures, solutions
that restrict the number of free parameters will also play
an important role to extend the use of deep learning to60

new medical domains. In order to capture enough spatial
context without increasing the number of trainable pa-
rameters too much, dilated (or atrous) convolutions have
been proposed for classification and segmentation (Yu and
Koltun, 2015; Yu et al., 2017), which introduce zeros and65

thus sparsity into kernels. This all leads to another open
issue of recent attention that is to determine the best
choice of the size, dilation and number of convolution fil-
ters, which are required to accurately detect and delineate
objects for a given medical image analysis task (cf. (Gib-70

son et al., 2018)).
In this work, we present an alternative concept to di-

lated convolutions in which both the spatial filter off-
sets and coefficients of a large and sparse convolu-
tional kernel are learned in a continuous, differentiable75

space. We strongly believe that these spatially deformable
kernels that automatically adapt their filter layout are an
extremely important clue to deepen the understanding of
the processes within convolutional networks and improve
the applicability to medical volumetric data. By learn-80

ing the spatial filter offsets, the network can decide on
its own how sparse and how large the receptive field has
to be for a given task. In our initial experiments with
the OBELISK (one binary extremely large and inflecting
sparse kernel) approach in (Heinrich et al., 2018), we could85

already demonstrate that a filter with a very narrow ran-
dom initialisation that is in the range of few pixels, can
quickly enlarge its spatial spread to capture the relevant
regional contextual information in a completely data-
driven manner. It matches the performance for multi-90

organ segmentation of carefully designed multi-scale ar-
chitectures, e.g. (Milletari et al., 2016; Ronneberger et al.,
2015), using only a single large kernel with fewer trainable
weights followed by 1 × 1 convolutions (Lin et al., 2013)
as classifier. Since the classification output can be com-95

puted very efficiently and independently for any spatial lo-
cation, our approach offers an alternative to patch-based
and fully-convolutional approaches that we coin sparsely
sampling prediction.

This paper is outlined as follows. In the next section,100

we review selected related work in the context of semantic
segmentation of medical scans, including multi-atlas label
fusion and deep learning approaches, discuss the impor-
tance of spatial context and highlight our novel contribu-

tions to the field of deep learning by exploring deformable 105

convolution kernels. In Sec. 3, we explain the concept
of trainable spatial filter layouts in detail and extend our
single kernel approach to multi-layer, multi-channel de-
formable architectures. In formulating a modular version
of OBELISK that can be applied with a regular grid sam- 110

pling, we enable new hybrid architectures that can benefit
from the complementary strengths of fully-convolutional
and deformable filters. The different methods are evalu-
ated using experimental validation on two different 3D CT
multi-organ segmentation tasks in Sec. 4. 115

2. Related Work

To compute a semantic segmentation using labelled
training data different concepts have been proposed in the
past. Statistical shape models aim to separate the task
into first representing deformable objects through a linear 120

statistical model of surface point distributions and second
find the optimal placement of edges based on the local
feature appearance (Heimann and Meinzer, 2009). Multi-
atlas label fusion (MALF) methods (Rohlfing et al., 2004)
use a deformable registration algorithm, that may itself 125

consist of various strategies for feature extraction, trans-
formation model and optimisation, to estimate one-to-one
alignment of all training images and the unseen test scan
to propagate segmentation information. Registration er-
rors are unavoidable, but when using label fusion to locally 130

select the most trustworthy transformed labels based on
the alignment quality of the grayvalue scans (cf. (Wang
et al., 2013)) very high accuracies can be reached, in par-
ticular when using discrete optimisation (Xu et al., 2016),
that have sometimes even outperformed deep learning ap- 135

proaches (Heinrich, 2015; Heinrich and Oster, 2017).
Fully-convolutional prediction: Deep learning has

gained much interest for image segmentation, starting
with patch-based classification, which uses a common feed-
forward architecture to predict a single class label for a 140

pixel at the centre of the input patch. A large recep-
tive field is necessary to capture enough spatial context,
which is typically realised through either strided convolu-
tions (Springenberg et al., 2015) or pooling layers. Fully
convolutional, encoder-decoder architectures (FCNs) were 145

subsequently proposed to address the immense computa-
tional demand of patch-based classification and reduce the
amount of redundant computations (Long et al., 2015),
which, however, led to several problems, including: re-
duced batch variability; the need for extra layers to recover 150

lost details; and very large memory demand.
FCNs are only computationally efficient when trained

with large image patches (or the whole image) in paral-
lel, which means the variability in each batch is severely
reduced. While this may not be a severe problem in com- 155

puter vision where thousands of labelled images are used
for training, it becomes problematic in the medical con-
text, where usually only dozens of labelled 3D scans are
available. The training with stochastic gradient descent
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is therefore slower and may require substantial data aug-160

mentation when using these large nearly uniform batches
of pixels belonging to the same image. Due to the down-
sampling in the encoder of an FCN, there is a severe loss of
local detail for dense prediction tasks, i.e. semantic seg-
mentation or localisation, and upsampling or fractionally165

strided layers in conjunction with skip-connections have
to be employed to increase the resolution and restore de-
tails. An alternative strategy to increase the receptive field
without losing spatial detail are dilated or atrous convolu-
tions (Yu and Koltun, 2015; Wolterink et al., 2016; Chen170

et al., 2018) that introduce zeros into kernels (while keep-
ing the regular grid of a conventional filter kernel) in order
to design larger kernels without increasing the number of
free parameters. This way the stride of feature maps can
remain as small as possible at the cost of larger memory175

demand.
Large Spatial Context: The key to understanding

the requirement of numerous convolution layers for seman-
tic segmentation lies in the limited ability of small kernels
to capture enough spatial context. Due to local ambigui-180

ties it is impossible to classify a voxel based on its immedi-
ate neighbourhood. Commonly used convolutional kernels
have a user-defined layout of sampling locations that is
usually restricted to a regular 3× 3 (or 3× 3× 3) grid and
only filter coefficients are automatically learned. In order185

to capture enough regional context, several of these small
3×3 kernels are concatenated to increase the receptive field
of each voxel and further supplemented by strided pooling
operations that reduce resolution. Recent works on the
valid (Zhou et al., 2014) or effective receptive field (Luo190

et al., 2016) and spatially sparse convolutions (Graham,
2014) have highlighted the fact that this straightforward
filter concatenation does not necessarily lead to equally
informative large contextual information aggregation for
every part of the image or each object.195

Earlier work in face recognition and person re-
identification (Taigman et al., 2014) as well as more re-
cent research in semantic segmentation (Peng et al., 2017)
have promoted the use of globally connected layers (also
called locally fully-connected without weight sharing) to200

capture the entire context of the whole image and allevi-
ate the negative impact of effectively small receptive field
sizes. (Peng et al., 2017) propose to use a separable convo-
lution to address the imminent challenge of an exploding
number of parameters. However, they still require multiple205

scales and network paths as well as additional boundary
refinement modules to improve on state-of-the-art in se-
mantic segmentation of natural images.

Training of sparse kernels: An alternative strategy
to increase global context that will be developed in our210

work and does not resort to huge fully-connected layers
focusses on learning the right degree of sparsity. Sparse
spatial feature extractors have played in important role
in computer vision for years, e.g. in descriptors such as
DAISY (Tola et al., 2010) and BRIEF (Calonder et al.,215

2010). Similarly, random box-offset features have been

succesfully used in depth image segmentation (Shotton
et al., 2011) and localisation in medical scans (Crimin-
isi et al., 2009; Heinrich and Blendowski, 2016). In these
cases, the spatial layout of pixels for which intensities were 220

obtained to derive feature representations were randomly
drawn and only their combination in a classifier was later
trained by supervision using random forests. The first
uses of sparse features with large spatial (but still ran-
domly chosen) offsets within filter kernels of end-to-end 225

deep CNN architectures were proposed as local binary con-
volutions in (Juefei-Xu et al., 2017) for 2D image classifica-
tion and for 3D medical image segmentation as BRIEFnet
in (Heinrich and Oktay, 2017). The concept was further
extended to trainable deformable convolutions kernels in 230

(Dai et al., 2017), which train an additional network mod-
ule that predicts a class-dependent nonlinear transforma-
tion of filter kernels to improve classification and segmen-
tation accuracy by e.g. trying to adapt the kernel to size of
an object. This approach heavily depends on the concept 235

of differentiable image interpolation that was first used in
deep learning for spatial transformer networks (Jaderberg
et al., 2015).

Contributions

In our conference submission at MIDL 2018 (Heinrich 240

et al., 2018), we first introduced the concept of learnable
sparse 3D kernels that can capture a very large receptive
field, replace several classical grid-based filter layers and
reduce the number of trainable parameters to avoid over-
fitting for small datasets. The details of this one binary ex- 245

tremely large and inflecting sparse kernel (OBELISK) ap-
proach will be briefly reviewed in Section 3. Despite its ad-
vantages including fast convergence on small datasets, low-
memory consumption and ease of the design of deep con-
volutional networks for semantic segmentation, our initial 250

work had some limitations. First, only a single OBELISK
convolution was employed followed by a few 1 × 1 filters,
which may limit the abstraction of features through the
depth of a network. Second, the spatial sampling loca-
tions were randomly and sparsely chosen across the image 255

domain, which prevents the use of subsequent grid-based
convolution kernels. Third, the initial network made no
use of the popular encoder-decoder architecture that can
learn both spatial context aggregation for object recogni-
tion as well as a structured spatial prediction of an out- 260

put segmentation. In this work, we address these limita-
tions and provide additional experimental evidence that
supports the benefits of learning spatial filter offsets for
convolutions.

3. Method 265

In this section, we will explain the concept of sparse de-
formable convolutions based on differentiable image sam-
pling, its relations to the im2col operator, our new ex-
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Figure 1: Implementation of conventional convolutions in deep net-
works using the im2col operator to extract overlapping patches fol-
lowed by a matrix multiplication with a filter bank and reshaping to
the expected feature map dimensions. The deformable convolutions
in OBELISK follow a similar principle, but replace the rectangular
patch-extraction with a continuously sampled spatial filter offset lay-
out, which is added to the feature map coordinates (here a 3×5 grid)
and bilinear interpolation using the gridsample operator. The sub-
sequent hardware-optimised single-precision matrix multiplication of
a filter bank is equivalently effective in terms of computation time,
but may capture much more spatial context within a single layer and
with few trainable parameters.

tensions to multi-layer and hybrid architectures and the
benefits and perspectives for 3D medical image analysis.270

3.1. OBELISK: One Binary Extremely Large and Inflect-
ing Sparse Kernel

The key to our novel convolutional architecture is a large
layer that learns both spatial filter offsets and coefficients
automatically from the given data. By inflecting (spatially275

adapting) the local offsets directly in a data-driven way,
the manual design of convolutional architectures can be
omitted and the best setting for the given problem can
be automatically learned. While this is inspired by spa-
tial transformer networks (Jaderberg et al., 2015) and de-280

formable convolutions (Dai et al., 2017), our approach is
more general in that the learned kernel is not dependent
on a separately estimated class or object geometry predic-
tion. Instead, we aim to learn a generic kernel that is
applicable without spatial transformation and can replace285

multiple small filter kernels at different scales.
An intuitive way of understanding deformable convolu-

tions is to consider the two step approach that is used
in the implementation of conventional convolution ker-
nels for benefiting from highly efficient CUDA code for290

batched matrix multiplications. Fig. 1 demonstrates the
principle of a standard convolution layer that relies on
the im2col operator to extract overlapping rectangular
patches. Considering an analogous interpretation of our
proposed OBELISK kernel in comparison, it becomes easy295

to see that only this regular patch extraction step is re-
placed using the gridsample operator. This change en-
ables the use of continuous valued and therefore trainable
spatial filter offsets that are added to the feature map co-

ordinates and cause little additional computational over- 300

head (see Sec. 5 for experiments with training times).
Our learned kernel can be very sparse and substantially

increase the receptive field and spatial context aggrega-
tion, an important aspect for medical image analysis as
shown in previous works (Criminisi et al., 2010; Heinrich 305

and Oktay, 2017). In turn, it enables us to train a net-
work with as few as 130’000 free parameters that achieves
remarkably accurate predictions, uses very little memory
(<700 MBytes for our baseline model) and is very fast to
train. 310

Differentiable image sampling: Consider a classical
2D convolution operation for a kernel with 25 elements
(forming a 5× 5 filter) and dilation factor of d (Wolterink
et al., 2016; Yu and Koltun, 2015). The spatial filter offsets
are statically defined as (sx, sy) = {−2d, d, 0,+d,+2d}2 ∈
Z5×5. Let I(x, y) be the value of an input at location (x, y)
and W ∈ R5×5 the continuous valued and trainable filter
coefficients. The output F (x, y) can be calculated as:

F (x, y) =
∑
i

∑
j

W (i, j) · I(x+ sx(i, j), y + sy(i, j)) (1)

Since, both the pointwise multiplication and the sum oper-
ation are differentiable, we can easily find the derivate of a
convolution operation with respect to the weights W and
the input I. Let us now consider the continuous valued
spatial filter offsets Sx ∈ R5×5 and Sy ∈ R5×5. To obtain
the convolution output for inputs on a discrete grid, we
need to perform bilinear interpolation:

F (x, y) =
∑
i

∑
j

W (i, j) · (w1I(bx+ Sx(i, j)c, by + Sy(i, j)c)

+ w2I(dx + Sx(i, j)e, by + Sy(i, j)c) + w3I(bx + Sx(i, j)c,
dy + Sy(i, j)e) + w4I(dx + Sx(i, j)e, dy + Sy(i, j)e)) (2)

with the following bilinear coefficients w1, . . . , w4:

wxu = (bx+ Sx(i, j) + 1c − (x+ Sx(i, j)))

wyu = (by + Sy(i, j) + 1c − (y + Sy(i, j)))

wxd = (x+ Sx(i, j)− bx+ Sx(i, j)c)
wyd = (y + Sy(i, j)− by + Sy(i, j)c)
w1 =wxu · wyu;w2 = wxd · wyu

w3 =wxu · wyd;w4 = wxd · wyd

(3)

Again all operations (multiplications, min/max for
floor/ceil, and additions) are differentiable. We can there-
fore obtain the derivatives with respect to the filter coeffi-
cients W , their spatial filter offsets Sx, Sy and the input if
necessary. We employ our approach mainly for 3D appli- 315

cations and the extensions of Equations 2 and 3 to trilinear
interpolation using 8 positions and interpolation weights
is straightforward. We refer to learning one spatial 3D
offset per filter coefficient as unary variant and propose a
binary extension that learns two offsets for each filter co- 320

efficient . In this case the two interpolated values from the
preceding layer (the image input) are first subtracted and
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Figure 2: Example of spatial distribution of spatial filter offsets
(Sx, Sy are shown, Sz omitted) – shown with logarithmic colormap
– at the start of the training of the OBELISK layer (left) and af-
ter optimisation for 50 epochs (right). The size of the extent of the
figures corresponds to half of the image domain. It is evident that
our data-driven approach yielded a larger receptive field, but still
contains many filter coefficients close to the centre.

the outcome is multiplied with their joint filter coefficient
. Pairing and subtracting two values within the receptive
field is motivated by the success of so-called pixel or box325

difference features used in many vision tasks (Criminisi
et al., 2010; Heinrich and Oktay, 2017). The advantage of
such sampling layouts have been investigated extensively
in (Calonder et al., 2010). Note, that many filters moti-
vated by the visual system comprise positive and negative330

dipole like layouts.
Implementation details: The spatial filter offsets

Sx, Sy, Sz are initialised with normally distributed random
numbers and zero mean just as their filter coefficients are.
Fig. 2 (left) shows an example of the spatial distribution335

of spatial filter offsets. Similar to previous work (e.g. (Yu
and Koltun, 2015)), we empirically found that for very
large receptive fields a sufficient throughput of local in-
formation is necessary. Therefore, smaller values for the
standard deviation σ of the normal distribution are prefer-340

able. We used σ = 0.05 – the image coordinates range from
-1 to +1, but σ = 0.02 to σ = 0.1 gave almost identical
results. The network will automatically learn to increase
the receptive field if necessary to as much as half of the
image domain. We use zero-padding for the gridsample345

operation, so that no gradient occurs for samples outside
the image domain, which implicitly helps avoid infeasible
offsets.

Subsequently, one could completely avoid any subse-
quent spatial convolutions (following OBELISK) as ini-350

tially proposed in (Heinrich et al., 2018) and simply use
1×1 convolutions (Lin et al., 2013) (with batch norm and
ReLU) that form a multi-layer perceptron shared among
all locations for dense pixelwise predictions.

3.2. Integrating OBELISK layers into conventional net-355

works

In order to integrate deformable 3D convolutions into
fully-convolutional or multi-layer networks, the OBELISK
filter has to be applied using a regular (but potential
coarse) spatial sampling grid as shown in the example of360

Fig 1. We can thus implement OBELISK as a modu-
lar layer that performs an efficient aggregation of spatial
context, a concept that can be readily integrated into com-
monly used U-Net or V-Net architectures and gain from

hires CNN-E

hires CNN-D

midres CNN-E lowres CNN-E

midres CNN-D lowres CNN-D

hires CNN-E

hires CNN-D

midres CNN-E dense FC-E

midres CNN-D dense FC-D

All-conv U-Net Architecture

Global FC U-Net Architecture

Figure 3: Visual comparison of classical fully-convolutional multi-
scale U-Net architecture and its globally fully-connected variant (not
all layers used in our experiments are shown). The densely connected
layers in the bottleneck have a significant amount of trainable pa-
rameters, but enable us to capture global context.

complementary advantages of pixel-wise convolution op- 365

erators. The original OBELISK layer required a single-
channel 3D input image (the CT scan smoothed with two
small kernels) and used a very large number of trainable
offsets to capture enough information for the subsequent
classification layers. For improved generality, we will now 370

describe OBELISK for multichannel inputs (for ease of de-
scription explained for 2D) and define a more general de-
formable convolution operation as follows. Given a dense
input tensor (feature maps) of size B×Cin×H×W with a
spatial sampling coordinate tensor of size B×1×Ssp×2 , 375

a deformable offset tensor of size 1×K×1×2 and a weight
tensor of size 1 × Cout × Cin ·K are required. Here, B is
the batch size, Cin the number of input channels, Cout the
number of output channels, H and W the spatial dimen-
sions of the input feature map, Ssp the number of spatial 380

output locations, K the number of kernel elements.
When using OBELISK layers within a fully-

convolutional architecture the spatial sampling has to be
chosen so that Ssp equals a regular grid for further pro-
cessing. Using the gridsample operation the input is 385

sampled to a new size of B × Cin × K × Ssp similar to
the process of im2col for classical convolutions (see also
Fig. 1). The implementation of all network variants and
our training routines will be made publicly available at
https://github.com/mattiaspaul/OBELISK. 390

3.3. Network Architectures

We aim to gain a better understanding into the work-
ing principle of deformable convolution kernels that can
learn spatial filter offsets. We therefore conducted a com-
parison between sparse deformable (OBELISK), fully- 395

convolutional and globally fully-connected architectures
(U-Net), which are described in the following.

1. All-Conv U-Net: As baseline architecture, we
adapt an all-convolutional (without pooling layers, but
strided convolutions) 3D U-Net encoder (see Fig. 3) simi- 400
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Table 1: Description of baseline U-Net model (all-conv 880k). Spa-
tial dimensions are given for an exemplary input size of 1443 voxels.
All layers are 3D convolutions, followed by batch normalisation and
leaky ReLU activation. Outgoing and incoming skip connections are
noted in the last column. #L defines the number of output classes.

Layer (Out)-Size Kernel/Stride # Channels Skip

Input 1443 1
#1 1443 3×3×3 1→5 →#13
#2 723 3×3×3 /2 5→16
#3 723 3×3×3 16→16 →#12
#4 363 3×3×3 /2 16→32
#5 363 3×3×3 32→32 →#11
#6 183 3×3×3 /2 32→64
#7 183 3×3×3 64→64 →#10
#8 93 3×3×3 /2 80→80
#9 93 3×3×3 80→80

183 Upsample 80
#10 183 3×3×3 144→64 #7→

363 Upsample 64
#11 363 3×3×3 96→32 #5→

723 Upsample 32
#12 723 3×3×3 48→9 #3→

1443 Upsample 64
#13 1443 3×3×3 14→#L #1→
#14 1443 3×3×3 #L→#L

larly parameterised as in (Gibson et al., 2018), which con-
tains 9 convolutional layers in the contracting path and 5
in the expanding path with in total approx. 880k trainable
parameters (580k in the encoder part and 300k in the de-
coder). Details are listed in Table 1. Later, we also include405

a leaner all-conv U-Net version with only a quarter of
trainable parameters. This is achieved by using grouped
convolutions in the middle of the U with group size of 4
for layers #6, #7 and #11 and size 8 for layers #8 - #10.

2. Global FC U-Net: We discussed in Sec. 2 that410

much relevant global context can best be captured using
large globally connected layers, which is the key motiva-
tion behind the sparse deformable kernels of OBELISK.
In order to reflect this aspect in a U-Net encoder decoder
architecture, we also experimented with a global FC U-415

Net variant that contains two fully-connected layers in the
bottleneck (middle of U) (see Fig. 3) to encode a feature
map of 93 × 20 to a 400-dimensional vector and then de-
code this back to a spatial feature map afterwards. These
two layers alone contain 11.7 million parameters, but are420

able to capture rich shape information.

3. Original OBELISK: Our baseline OBELISK
model (OBELISK + 1 × 1-Dense) of (Heinrich et al.,
2018) in contrast contains only a single large spatial convo-
lution kernel that is followed by a 1×1 dense-net classifier425

(Huang et al., 2017) (see Table 2). The spatial sampling
size does not have to lie on a regular grid and can be ran-
domly sampled, unless we extend the network to contain
multiple convolution kernels. Starting from a normally
distributed random distribution with σ = 0.05, we learn430

Table 2: Description of our original OBELISK model with 1 × 1-
Dense-Net. The number of sampling positions Ssp can either be a
coarse and regular 3D grid (for inference) or simply a small random
subset (usually 512 voxels) for training. Layers #3 - #6 define the
compact 1 × 1 dense-net classifier.

Layer (Out) Kernel # Channels Skip
-Size /Stride /Groups

Input 1443 1
Avg 1443 3×3×3 1
Avg 1443 3×3×3 1
offsets 1024×3

Ssp gridsample 1→1024
#1 Ssp 1×1×1 1024→256 /4
#2 Ssp 1×1×1 256→128 →#3-#6

#3 Ssp 1×1×1 128→32 →#4-#6
#4 Ssp 1×1×1 160→32 →#5-#6
#5 Ssp 1×1×1 192→32 →#6
#6 Ssp 1×1×1 224→32
#7 Ssp 1×1×1 32→#L

1024 paired spatial filter offsets (binary variant) and a fil-
ter bank with 256 output channels and another linear layer
to reduce this to 128 (approx. 104k parameters). The in-
put images are smoothed with two 3× 3× 3 average pool-
ing layers. The output of the OBELISK layer is processed 435

with a 5 layer dense-net with approx. 26k parameters. No
classical convolution is used.

4. Hybrid OBELISK-CNN : Finally, we also ex-
plore a hybrid architecture that combines the advantages
of OBELISK with the edge-preserving filters learned by 440

a shallow U-Net (see Fig. 4). For this network, we use
two OBELISK layers – one with 512 spatial filter offsets
and a very coarse regular sampling grid (spacing of eight
w.r.t. the size of the input) and another one with 128
spatial filter offsets and a coarse grid (quarter size of each 445

input dimension) – both followed by a fully-convolutional
1×1 dense-net. We resorted to the simpler (unary vari-
ant) were no offsets are paired or subtracted. These layers
contain less than 50k parameters and each use a smoothed
version of the original scans as input. Their output has 32 450

and 16 channels respectively and is concatenated within
a shallow U-Net that follows the baseline U-Net model in
Table 1, but with the most parameter-intensive layers #6
- #10 removed, so that only around 140k trainable param-
eters remain. 455

4. Experiments

We performed extensive experiments on two 3D CT
datasets with different challenges. First, we explore the
difficulties of a limited sized training dataset (10 VIS-
CERAL training scans (Jimenez-del Toro et al., 2016)) 460

with a set of moderately challenging abdominal structures
as done in our conference paper (Heinrich et al., 2018)
without specific preprocessing of the scans. Second, we
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1x1 Dense-NetOBELISK 1+2

Hybrid OBELISK+CNN network

midres CNN-E midres CNN-Dhires CNN-E hires CNN-D

Figure 4: Visual illustration of Hybrid OBELISK-CNN architecture.
High- and mid-resolution conventional CNN layers are followed by
two OBELISK layers with spatially deformable kernels that use (in
contrast to the original OBELISK network) a regular, coarse grid
for the resulting feature map and again only 1 × 1 filters that act as
multi-layer perceptron for feature abstraction . Each voxel can be
computed independently and much fewer parameters are required
that are shared across sampling locations (translational invariance).
The spatial filter offsets of these kernels are continuously defined and
end-to-end trainable.

perform additional validation experiments of different net-
work architectures on a public multi-label dataset that is465

based on the TCIA CT pancreas dataset (with 43 scans)
introduced in (Roth et al., 2015), but has been extended
by more manually labelled organs and uses the tightly
cropped region of interests as done in (Gibson et al., 2018).
The TCIA data includes the labels: spleen (�), pancreas470

(�), kidney (�), gallbladder (�), esophagus (�), liver (�),
stomach (�) and duodenum (�), some of which are very
challenging due to their small size, variable shape and dif-
ficult image contrast. In these new experiments, we want
to find out whether our concept of using very shallow net-475

works with only one (or very few) trainable convolutional
layers is still viable for this more difficult semantic seg-
mentation task.

The VISCERAL experiment is carried out with leave-
one-out cross validation for the segmentation the follow-480

ing seven anatomical structures: liver (�), spleen (�),
bladder (�), left kidney (�), right kidney (�), left psoas
major muscle (pmm, �) and right pmm (�) (see Fig.
5). The only pre-processing applied was a resampling to
isotropic voxel sizes of 3 mm3 and cropping to dimensions485

of 156× 115× 160 voxels, without using any guidance in-
formation. In principle the OBELISK layer could learn
to deal with different and anisotropic voxel spacings , but
this has not been considered in our experiments. Note
that such a rough cropping poses a much harder challenge490

than two-stage approaches (Roth et al., 2015; Zhou et al.,
2017), regional CNNs (Larsson et al., 2017). For the origi-
nal OBELISK approach the memory requirements are very
low (roughly 700 MByte) and independent of image dimen-
sions. All network layers are trained with the same learn-495

ing rate of 0.002 (using Adam) for 300 epochs and a mini-
batch size of 1 or 3 for the hybrid OBELISK and all U-Net
approaches respectively. For the original OBELISK archi-
tecture, we trained with a batch size of 3 images with 192

Figure 5: Comparison of segmentation overlay for seven anatomical
structures of VISCERAL dataset: � liver, � spleen, � bladder, �
left kidney, � right kidney, � left psoas major muscle (pmm) and
� right pmm. Left: Coronal plane of original CT scan with ground
truth segmentation. Right: Our originally proposed OBELISK net-
work (with data augmentation). A clear segmentation of the urinary
bladder and detailed delineation of psoas muscles as well as a clear
differentiation between liver and kidney are visible for our approach.

spatial samples each, and 64 iterations (of random mini- 500

batches) each for 50 epochs. Online hard example mining
(Shrivastava et al., 2016) was used with quantiles of 75%
for networks with OBELISK layers yet its influence on the
final outcome was marginal when using data augmenta-
tion. The U-Nets were trained with fully-convolutional 505

batches of 3 images each and for each conventional convo-
lution a small leakage parameter for ReLUs was used.

In our new TCIA experiments we applied the same pre-
processing as proposed by (Gibson et al., 2018), which
involves a tight manual bounding box cropping and re- 510

sampling to common dimension of 1443 voxels (which re-
sults in irregular voxel spacings). It was discussed in (Gib-
son et al., 2018) that the manual bounding box selection
was an important aspect and it was argued that single-
pass feed-forward U-Nets without attention gates (Oktay 515

et al., 2018) are dependent on accurate initialisation. Due
to the larger database size of 43 scans, we employ a four-
fold cross-validation with either 32 or 33 training images
and 10 or 11 test scans. The training of each network was
performed for 300 epochs and took around 90 minutes on 520

a GTX 1080 Ti per model. We experimented with dif-
ferent schemes for dealing with class imbalance including
the conventional Dice loss (Milletari et al., 2016) and a
hinge Dice loss (Gibson et al., 2018), but found the differ-
ences to be negligible to a classical cross-entropy loss af- 525

ter 300 epochs for all U-Net architectures. For OBELISK
we employ online hard example mining as before together
with a cross-entropy loss weighted by the square root of
the inverse label frequency (the weights for foreground are
averaged to 1 and the background is weighted with 0.5). 530

Randomly applied affine image transformations are used
throughout as the only type of data augmentation unless
otherwise mentioned.
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Table 3: The quantitative evaluation of a leave-one-out cross-
validation for 10 scans of the VISCERAL dataset demonstrates the
high-quality in terms of Dice accuracy and reduction of parame-
ters (ten-fold) of our proposed OBELISK approach compared to the
state-of-the-art U-Net architecture. Incorporating The memory re-
quirement for our originally proposed OBELISK network is ≈700
MByte, while a U-Net requires at least 2’500 MByte. ++ defines
affine augmentation during training (in OBELISK this can be re-
alised using a simple matrix multiplication of offsets without any
additional image manipulation). All OBELISK variants employ on-
line hard example mining, which simply back-propagates only the
top 1/4 fraction of individual loss terms during training.

Method #params. Dice

Unary OBELISK + 1× 1-Dense 126k 72.32%
Rand. Offsets + 1× 1-Dense 124k 71.67%
Original OBELISK 130k 76.68%
Original OBELISK ++ 130k 80.61%
Hybrid OBELISK+CNN ++ 230k 82.27%

all-conv U-Net 880k 72.84%
all-conv U-Net ++ 880k 79.95%
global-FCN U-Net 13’000k 72.85%
global-FCN U-Net ++ 13’000k 81.67%

5. Results and Discussion

Table 3 lists the numerical evaluation that shows al-535

ready remarkably good results of a single layer OBELISK
network with a dense-net classifier without using augmen-
tation of 76.7% Dice score (averaged over all 10 folds and
7 labels). Our preliminary experiments with the original
OBELISK from (Heinrich et al., 2018) also demonstrate540

the benefits of learning offsets (compared to simply using
random initialisation – ”Rand. Offsets” – with a tuned
standard deviation) and pairing two offsets to one coef-
ficient with improvements of 4-5% points each. Con-
sidering our new experiments using a hybrid OBELISK545

architecture with CNNs a further gain of 1.5% is reached,
despite using the simpler unary variant with only one 3D
offset per filter coefficient. In general, we observed that at
least around 500 spatial filter offsets have to be learned to
obtain a high quality prediction, which is comparable in550

size to a either classical 83 kernel for scalar inputs or a 33

kernel with a 24-channel input feature map.

Comparing the performance of OBELISK to U-Net ar-
chitectures, we observe substantial advantages of nearly
4% without data augmentation. These differences are555

slightly reduced when including affine transforms of the
input images during training, yet, an advantage of 3.5%
compared to a large all-convolutional U-Net remains and
our hybrid OBELISK network performs still on par with
a much bigger FCN U-Net that contains a fully-connected560

layer (82.27% and 81.67% respectively).

Results on TCIA43 database: When comparing the
Dice results of the hybrid OBELISK network for anatomi-
cal structures that are common in both datasets, we see a
clear correlation of training dataset size and accuracy for565

these larger organs. The scores for liver �, spleen (�) and

Figure 6: Segmentation result for TCIA dataset shown as overlay
for axial slice (top row) and coronal plane (bottom row). Left: the
ground truth segmentation for liver (�), spleen (�), pancreas (�),
stomach (�), gallbladder (�), duodenum (�), and kidney (�) are
shown. The automatic segmentation of a multi-layer OBELISK net-
work combined with a shallow U-Net and only 230k trainable param-
eters demonstrates highly accurate predictions of these challenging
structures.

left kidney (�) are 95.39%; 94.35% and 94.21% for the
large TCIA dataset and 90.6%, 79.5% and 85.7% for the
VISCERAL data with only 10 scans, a difference of on av-
erage more than 9% points. Detailed quantitative results 570

for TCIA43 are listed in Table 4. The inference time for
either the all-convolutional U-Net, the global FCN U-Net
and the hybrid OBELISK+CNN network on a GPU is 87
milliseconds (and mainly dominated by the high-resolution
CNN layers). While both Hybrid OBELISK+CNN and 575

global FCN U-Net perform similarly well on Dice accu-
racy (79.03% and 78.49% respectively), the best model ca-
pacity to accuracy trade-off (also with respect to a leaner
U-Net model) is clearly reached by using our proposed de-
formable convolution layers. Looking at individual organ 580

segmentation labels, OBELISK reaches the best scores for
pancreas (�) of 70.2%, which is 3.4% better than the all-
convolutional U-Net and around 4% improvement for the
esophagus (�). A leaner U-Net that has a comparable pa-
rameter count (of 220k) to our hybrid OBELISK model 585

performs 4.5% worse on average. Further improvements
may be obtained by increasing the parameter count, depth
and number of training epochs of all architectures and at
the same time introducing dropout regularisation to pre-
vent overfitting and enable an intrinsic model ensembling. 590

Comparison to state-of-the-art: Even though we
have not used any post-processing such as edge-preserving
smoothing (Heinrich and Blendowski, 2016), more aggres-
sive data augmentation (including elastic deformations
and contrast variations) or curvature flow smoothing (Gib- 595

son et al., 2018)), our new approach approaches state-of-
the-art accuracies for two challenging 3D CT segmentation
tasks. Despite using only 9 training images, we outperform
keypoint-transfer Wachinger et al. (2015) (Dice score for
six labels of 78%) and multi-atlas label fusion (Dice score 600

of 80% according to Wachinger et al. (2015)), on the VIS-
CERAL dataset. Our approach reaches an average Dice
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Table 4: Quantitative evaluation of four-fold cross-validation for 43
scans of the TCIA multi-label dataset. All models are trained for 300
epochs with affine data augmentation and evaluated without post-
processing on the resampled scans with dimensions of 1443 voxels.
Individual label accuracies are listed for the eight foreground labels
with Dice overlap scores according to the colour scheme described
above.

Method #params and avg. Dice score
� � � � � � � �

Original OBELISK (130k parameters) avg. 74.72%
92.3 61.7 92.1 66.8 59.2 95.0 82.9 47.8

Hybrid OBELISK+CNN (230k parameters) avg. 79.03%
94.4 70.2 94.2 75.3 63.3 95.4 86.8 53.8

All-convolutional U-Net (880k parameters) avg. 77.77%
95.0 66.9 94.6 67.8 59.4 95.8 87.4 55.4

Leaner all-conv. U-Net (220k parameters) avg. 74.33%
93.8 61.6 93.3 64.4 51.2 95.2 85.2 49.9

Global FCN U-Net (16 million parameters) avg. 78.49%
94.5 68.8 94.3 73.5 59.9 95.6 87.0 54.3

of 83.7% for these six labels. However, the winner of the
original challenge has recently published an improved per-
formance of multi-scale multi-atlas registration together605

with graph-cut regularisation of 88% (Kéchichian et al.,
2018). For the TCIA multilabel dataset combined with
another database of abdominal CTs from a recent MIC-
CAI challenge, (Gibson et al., 2018) reached an average
(mean) Dice of 81.5% (2.5% better than our approach),610

but used a twice as large training dataset and additional
post-processing. We furthermore note that one of the best
deep network that was specifically tuned for pancreas seg-
mentation reaches 71.8% Dice overlap for this challenging
organ, which is very close to our Dice score of 70.2%. A615

more recent approach, however, achieved 81.3% by com-
bining multiple steps and different networks for localisa-
tion and segmentations (Roth et al., 2018).

Efficiency considerations: As can be seen from the
quantitative segmentation accuracies, an OBELISK layer620

with very few parameters can replace conventional fixed-
grid kernels while often resulting in superior representation
learning power, but might lead to more complex numerical
operations due to irregular memory access patterns and
extra computations for trilinear interpolation. We have625

made empirical comparisons that reveal this performance
gap to be unexpectedly small. Given an input of 1443 vox-
els with 8 feature channels, two strided convolutions with
kernel sizes of 3×3×3 and first 32 and then 64 output chan-
nels require approx. 10 ms for forward and backward pass630

(approx. 31 billion operations and 25% GPU efficiency),
while an OBELISK with 128 learnable spatial filter offsets
followed by an 1 × 1 convolution (8 · 128 × 64 channels)
evaluated on the same dense spatial grid of 363 output lo-
cations takes twice as long (approx. 20 ms for about 10635

billion operations including backpropagation). This is re-
markable given the fact that spatial convolutions are heav-
ily optimised within the CuDNN framework. In addition,

the OBELISK approach is not restricted to regular and
fixed (or even integer) grids for spatial sampling locations 640

and becomes much more efficient than conventional CNNs
when considering a sparse sampling. When training a net-
work where the prediction directly follows the sparse fil-
ters, dozens of small and sparse mini-batches with only few
hundreds locations can be employed to speed up training 645

times substantially. But even in our proposed hybrid net-
work architecture the deformable convolutions require less
than 10% (40 ms) of the time taken to pass a single vol-
ume forwards and backwards during training (total time
500 milliseconds) and the majority of computation time is 650

spent for the spatial convolutions of the shallow U-Net.

6. Conclusion and Outlook

We have presented a novel convolutional architecture
called OBELISK that enables accurate dense predictions,
demonstrated on the example of 3D multi-organ segmen- 655

tation, using few extremely large and sparse filter kernels
that not only learn filter coefficients but also spatial filter
offsets. It aims at unifying aspects of previous multi-
resolution, cascaded dilatation and deformable convolu-
tion approaches into a simple framework that consists of 660

OBELISK layers and subsequent 1×1 convolutions as well
as conventional convolutions. Our concept goes beyond a
fixed pixel grid for filter coefficients in convolutions for
extracting information from images. This will support
future methods to deal more naturally with anisotropic 665

highdimensional data, which is important in 3D medical
imaging and also for temporal signals (2D+t). Further-
more, the use of sparse and adaptive sampling of spatial
locations for predictions could significantly reduce compu-
tation times for inference in time-sensitive interventional 670

medical tasks with computer-assisted image-guidance and
for the coarse-to-fine localisation of small anatomies.

Our extensive experimental comparisons confirm that
a single OBELISK layer can indeed ”solve nearly every-
thing” (as mentioned in the title of our original confer- 675

ence paper Heinrich et al. (2018)), however, further im-
provements can be obtained by combining multiple de-
formable convolution layers together with conventional
CNNs within the same network. We show that the flexi-
bility of trainable spatial filter offsets is valuable in com- 680

parison to fixed dilation kernels and they may reduce the
importance of skip-connections found in U-Net architec-
tures for dense predictions. The positive impact of sparse
sampling in training was smaller than originally expected
and appears to only speed-up the initial learning rate. 685

In conclusion, we believe that the deformable convolu-
tions of OBELISK are a promising and powerful drop-in
feature that can be easily integrated into existing shal-
low U-Nets and provides huge potential for using it as a
pre-trained low-parametric shape-encoder. It also offers 690

benefits of reduced model complexity and increased speed
during inference.
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